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IMPEACHABLE OFENSES:
Obama's War on Libya and his
pattern of disregard of the
Constitution for the United
States of America, Rule of Law
On the day of the 8th anniversary of the unlawful Bush Iraq war with
Tomahawk strikes, and in between rounds of golf and handicapping the NCAA
basketball tournament, Zionist Obama-yomama has started a new unlawful war
against Libya without consulting Congress. Obama ordered U.S. military bombing
attacks on Libya when the United Nations Security Council and Obama’s
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, conspiring with the National Security Council's
Samantha Power, and Ambassador to the United Nations Susan Rice, were secretly calling for military action against Libya.
Obama chose not to consult Congress for a declaration of war. Instead,
Obama sent a letter to Speaker John Boehner and Senator Daniel Inouye telling
them of the bombing of Libya AFTER the initial attacks.
WTF ! Libya is no threat to the United States. The Constitution does NOT
give presidents nor ursuper Obama authority to attack countries at will. Obama
knows he cannot do this legally: Candidate Obama’s own words “The President
does not have power under the Constitution to unilaterally authorize a military attack
in a situation that does not involve stopping an actual or imminent threat to the nation.”
Hillary Clinton and Obama opposed Pres. Bush’s unilateral attack on Iraq and
Afghanistan, but now they have the chutzph hubris and hegemoney to do it anyway.
Also, Airforce military officers and pilots did not refuse Obama’s unlawful
orders as they should have, and as required by their Oath of Office. The constitutional requirement for Congressional approval before war is not some legalistic
or technical barrier; it's vital. The Founders emphasized that war is the most serious matter upon which a nation can embark, that it is the citizenry who bear the
risks and costs, and it is thus imperative that POTUS first obtain consent through
representatives in Congress or, corrupt Presidents will engage in wars not sanctified by justice or the voice and interests of Sovereign People, and unnecessary
wars that serve the political and ruling classes but not American Citizens.
Congressional leaders on both sides of the aisle agree Obama-yomama etal
should have Congress’ approval BEFORE any war action is taken. Rep. Dennis
Kucinich called Obama's action "impeachable." Conservative and leftist leaders
are appalled by this latest power grab on the part of the imperialist dictator usurping the White House named Barack Obama, an illegal alien whose Birth Certificate
shows he was born in Kenya, is not even eligble for Office of President.
Barack Obama's subversion of our Constitution must be stopped! The House
MUST vote to IMPEACH Obama, immediately, followed by criminal prosecution
for all his criminal actions. We, the American People, must must defend the
Constitution for the United States of America, against Obama etal !
In my nearly three decades of work in the legal arena and in public policy, I
have NEVER witnessed a more blatant and perpetual disregard for the
Constitution! There is a distinct pattern to the Obama's attacks on the constitutionally prescribed checks and balances at the heart of our republican form of government by rule of Constitutional law of the land, and it transcends any particular
issue. Simply put, the treasonous Obama plan is to increase the power and authority of the Executive Branch and extinguish the Constitution. [paraphrased from
Mathew Staver, Founder and Chairman Liberty Counsel ]
Obama-Bomber cartoon below by Carlos Latuff

Koheo Wetland Cleanup A Success
report by Arleone Dibben-Young
About a quarter acre of invasive saltmarsh fleabane (Pluchea) was cleared by
students during last week’s Koheo wetland cleanup, creating an area under a
native milo tree for students on field trips to eat lunch. (Photo left to right)
Michael Kikukawa, Noah Kikukawa, , Sarah Jenkins, Lily Jenkins, Moriah
Jenkins and Brian Leer (not pictured) hauled cut fleabane shrubs and stacked the
green waste for pick-up by Monsanto employees.
Fleabane is a nonnative woody shrub that can overgrow wetlands and eliminate habitat for waterbirds.

Socialist Friedrich Engels Cited by
Governor “I am not a socialist”
Aberblabbercommie in 100 days Speech
“The war of each against all, which has an iron grip on our country, is coming to an end in Hawaii”
Recognize that phrase? It is from "The Condition of the Working Class in
England" by Friedrich Engels. This is how governor Neil "I am not a socialist"
Abercrombie celebrates 100 days in office.
In his Message from Governor of Hawaii on the 100th day of his administration, Abercrombie is actually claiming to have reengineered human nature in 100
days as Hawaii Governor. But whenever "the war of each against all" has been
abolished, it has been replaced with "the war of the State against all" or "the war
of the Dictator against all" -- hence the increasing talk of a GE Tax hike--the
pathetic force with which Neil "I am not a socialist" Abercrombie thinks he can
remake YOU. BTW, where is Obama’s birth records at DOH ?

MolokaiMAN Demands WAIVER to
ObamaCare Requirements
Molokai resident George Peabody is demanding a WAIVER for exclusion to
ObamaCare expenses and penalties, delivered to Health Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius office on the one-year anniversary of Obama's
unConstitutional socialist takeover of our health care system!
The states of Florida, Tennessee, Ohio and New Jersey and Maine have
received ObamaCare waivers, while Kentucky, Nevada (home of ObamaCare
supporter Harry Reid), and New Hampshire are awaiting exemption.
Obama’s politically connected largest labor unions have already been waived
out of the ObamaCare expense requirments including United Food and
Commercial Workers International Union (UFCW), Service Employees
International Union (SEIU), and the Teamsters!
It's only fair that natural born American citizens like George Peabody who
opposed ObamaCare from the very beginning be granted WAIVERS as well.
Whereas ObamaCare is an unconstitutional infringement on my rights that
are now being contested in federal courts, and Whereas Obamacare creates a personal economic hardship for my family and/or my employer.
Therefore, I am demanding confirmation from federal authorities of my personal WAIVER exempting me from ObamaCare. Demand your waiver today at:

http://www.grassfire.net/r.asp?u=38778&PID=29978096
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Just Say NO on Obama!
Why are so many modest-income white voters rejecting the Obama
Democrats' socialist policies of economic redistribution and instead embracing the
small-government policies of the tea party movement?
It's not supposed to work out that way, say the political scientists and New
Deal historians. Politics is supposed to be about who gets how much when, and
people with modest incomes should be eager to take as much from the rich as they
can get.
Moreover, as liberal economists and columnists point out, income levels for
middle-class Americans remained stagnant for most of a decade during the George
W. Bush presidency and then plunged in the recession. Housing values fell even
more.
The conservative writer David Frum has made the same point and has said that
Republicans must come up with policies that will raise ordinary people's incomes
if they hope to win.
But the fact is that Republicans did pretty well among whites who did not
graduate from college — the exit poll's best proxy for the white working class —
even in the otherwise dismal year of 2008. John McCain carried non-college
whites by a 58 percent to 41 percent margin, more than his 51 percent to 47 percent margin among college whites.
Barack Obama won because he carried all other voters 79 percent to 21 percent. But he carried non-college whites in only 14 states and the District of
Columbia with 127 electoral votes.
Liberals are puzzled by this. Thomas Frank's book "What's the Matter With
Kansas?" argued that modest-income whites were bamboozled by the moneyed
elite to vote on cultural issues rather than in their direct economic interest.
But that's no more plausible than the notion that rich liberals from Park
Avenue to Beverly Hills have been bamboozled to vote the opposite way on similar issues rather than for those who would extend the Bush tax cuts. People are
entitled to base their vote on the things they think important. They don't always
vote just to maximize their short-term income.
In any case, the cultural issues seemed to be eclipsed by economic issues in
2010, when Republicans carried non-college whites 63 percent to 33 percent in
House elections. That was almost as large a percentage margin as the Democrats
74 percent to 24 percent among the smaller number of nonwhites.
My own assumption is that economic statistics have been painting an unduly
bleak picture of modest-income America. When we measure real incomes we use
inflation indexes, which over time inevitably overstate inflation, because they're
based on static market baskets of goods.
The problem is if one item spikes in price, we quit buying it. In addition, inflation indexes cannot account for product innovation and quality increases.
Liberal writers look back to 1973 as a year when real wages supposedly
peaked — just before a nasty bout of inflation. But back then, a pocket calculator
cost $110. The smartphone you can buy today for $200 has a calculator and hundreds of other devices.
If you get out beyond the Beltway to Middle America, you find supermarkets
with wonderful produce and big box stores with amazing variety, all at prices that
are astonishingly low. You can eat well and dress stylishly at prices far below what
elites in places like Washington and New York are accustomed to paying. In many
ways, people with modest incomes have a significantly better standard of living
than they did four decades ago.
The recoil in 2010 against the Obama Democrats' vast expansion of the size
and scope of government seems to have a cultural or a moral dimension as well. It
was a vote, as my Washington Examiner colleague Timothy P. Carney wrote last
week, expressing "anger at those unfairly getting rich — at the taxpayer's
expense."
Those include well-connected Wall Street firms like Goldman Sachs that got
bailed out and giant corporations like General Electric that shape legislation so
they can profit. They include the public employee unions who have bribed politicians to grant them pensions and benefits unavailable to most Americans.
A socialist government intertwined with the private sector like Obama has
done with Bankster Bailouts etc, inevitably picks winners and losers. It allows
well-positioned insiders to game the system for private gain. It bails out the
improvident and sticks Citizens who made prudent decisions with the bill.

Paper Money Poisons Nation

"Paper money has had the effect in your state that it will ever have, to ruin
commerce, oppress the honest, and open the door to every species of fraud and
injustice." -GEORGE WASHINGTON, in letter to J. Bowen, Jan. 9, 1787
THE TWO-CENT DOLLAR
After almost a century of inflation, today's dollar has less than 2 cents of the
purchasing power that it had in 1913 when the Federal Reserve Board was founded. The dollar in 1913 was backed by gold, as the Founders including Washington
specified, in keeping with the Good Book's standard for money.
But that effectively changed in 1933 when President Franklin D. Roosevelt
made ownership of gold bullion illegal in the U.S., and in 1971 when President
Richard Nixon severed the last anchor of dollar convertibility into gold for foreign
banks. Our dollar is back by debt, more andmore debt......worthless.
No longer constrained from printing all the easy money they wanted after
1971, the politicians started putting “In God We Trust” on paper dollars at about
the same time they removed our currency's golden handcuffs that prohibited inflating the dollar.
Now the world is rapidly losing faith in our anchorless “faith-based,” debased
currency, and with good reason.
CONJURING MONEY out of Thin AIR
In the past two years our politicians have conjured $4 Trillion out of thin air.
Fed Chair Ben Bernanke's Quantitative Easing 2 (QE2) is adding another $600
Billion – double the total number of physical paper dollars now circulating in the
United States. The Congressional Budget Office days ago projected that
2011 Obama-spending will enlarge the deficit by another $1.48 Trillion.
And every one of these new paper fiat dollars steals value from the dollars you
earn and save. Food cost inflation is already skyrocketing overseas, causing the
riots that toppled a government in Tunisia and setting in motion falling dominos in
Egypt and the Persian Gulf oil sheikdoms. Food prices will soon soar here, too.
Our politicians printing trillions of dollars is a major factor in global inflation
and instability. Because economic strength and military might were the two legs on
which America once stood tall, the fast-approaching crash of the dollar will end our
prosperity at home and create a power vacuum that fanatics can fill in other countries such as nuclear-armed Pakistan.
How to Avoid U.S. Dollar's "Death of a Thousand Cuts"
“The U.S. Dollar is dying a death of a thousand cuts, largely because our
politicians refuse to cut their spending and money-printing,” says Craig R. Smith,
author of Crashing the Dollar: How to Survive a Global Currency Collapse.
“Days ago the International Monetary Fund called for replacing the U.S.
Dollar as the world's Reserve Currency,” says Smith. “That would severely undermine our economy, send prices here through the roof, and greatly weaken
America's worldwide power for a very very long time.”
WHAT WOULD GEORGE WASHINGTON DO?
What can we do to honor and restore the values and great nation George
Washington’s day?
"Millions of Americans agree that the U.S. Dollar is going down," says Smith.
"Those fiat Federal Reserve Notes nicknamed 'Dead Presidents' for the faces
on most of them are going to die when their value soon crashes to zero. But we can
all help keep alive the values George Washington stood for and the nation he risked
his life to create. We can help keep George Washington alive.”
People are beginning to recognize that the soaring prices of gasoline and food
is really the falling value of the paper U.S. Dollar, coupled with hidden taxation
and out of control Obama spending for wars, whores, and Bankster bailouts.
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Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

A Beauty Queen Shoots Intruder

In the United States of America, The Second Amendment is
a Mainstream Value and a Fundamental Right that cannot be
infringed, that is, if you use it to defend your life.

"We have staked the whole of all our political instiWhen a burly ex-convict forced his way into a posh Florida home last week,
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-govern- he had no idea what awaited him -- a 25-year-old beauty queen with a pink .38ment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern caliber handgun.
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
Meghan Brown, a former Florida pageant queen, shot and killed 42-year-old
according to the Ten Commandments of God."— Albert Franklin Hill during a home invasion March 12 at the house she shares

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

with her fiance in Tierra Verde, Fla.
Hill barged into the home at around 3 a.m. after Brown responded to a knock
at the front door, according to a police report. He allegedly grabbed the 110pound Brown by her face and mouth and dragged her to an upstairs bedroom.
Brown’s fiance, Robert Planthaber, said in an interview that he was quickly
awakened by the altercation and ran to Brown’s side.
"I attacked him and took a severe beating to the head," Planthaber told
FoxNews.com. "But I got him off of her long enough for her to scramble to the
room where she keeps her pink .38 special.”
Brown, who reigned as the 2009 Miss Tierra Verde, snatched her gun from a
nearby bedroom and shot the suspect several times – hitting him in the chest,
groin, thigh and back, her fiance said. Hill was pronounced dead at the scene.
Panthaber, a 42-year-old arborist, said he believes a pizza delivery man and
possible accomplice staked out the home for three months before Hill attempted
to burglarize it.
“We live in a very prominent area ...The pizza man noticed sometimes we
needed change for a $100 bill when he came to deliver pizza.”
Hill had a criminal record stretching back nearly three decades -- including
arrests for burglary, battery, drug possession and grand theft. He reportedly
served a 13-year prison term in 1987 and was released in September after serving
a fourth term behind bars.
Detectives with the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Robbery/Homicide Unit are
still investigating the crime but believe the motive was robbery, according to
local press reports.
Panthaber, meanwhile, said he and his fiancee are lucky to be alive. He said
he purchased the pink handgun for Brown last Christmas and that the two had
gone to target practice together.
“She was not a good shot at the range,” he quipped.
As you may know, I work for the repeal of all gun laws. Servants come and
go, but the people remain as the supreme authority. All gun laws - including having to show cause for a permit - is an afront to our authority over the very servants who issue the permits. Besides, its a RIGHT, and Rights don’t need no
stinkin permit. Got your guns, yet?

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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MOON was HUGE on
Saturday
night!
The moon looked a lot bigger and
brighter this weekend, and scientists
say there's a reason for that extra large
look of our closes planet.
Saturday's full moon was a super
"perigee moon" -- the biggest in
almost 20 years. This celestial event is
far rarer than the famed blue moon,
which happens once about every twoand-a-half years.
"The last full moon so big and close to Earth occurred in March of 1993,"
said Geoff Chester with the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington. "I'd say it's
worth a look."
Full moons look different because of the elliptical shape of the moon's
orbit. When it's at perigee, the moon is about 31,000 miles (50,000 km) closer to
Earth than when it's at the farthest point of its orbit, also known as apogee.
"Nearby perigee moons are about 14% bigger and 30% brighter than lesser
moons that occur on the apogee side of the moon's orbit," NASA website says.
This full moon rose in the east at sunset as usually, but it looked especially
big at that time because of what's known as the "moon illusion."
"For reasons not fully understood by astronomers or psychologists, lowhanging moons look unnaturally large when they beam through trees, buildings
and other foreground objects," according to NASA.
Even though it may have looked close enough to touch, Saturday's full
moon was still a healthy distance -- some 211,600 miles (356,577 km) away.
Hope you saw it, or you'll have to wait until 2029 to see it.
==============================================

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 ACRES $9,750! Southern COLORADO. Level valley land on road.
Near high mountains and rivers.
Surveyed. $500 down, $125 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
diane.steed@att.net

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or

phone 1-808-553-5992.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HELP WANTED
FINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid
daily – Agent incentives with growth –
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605

===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE
Enforce the Bill of Rights

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Freedom is not a spectator sport!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An armed man is a Citizen;
un-armed man is a subject.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009

Dollar is “I Owe you, Nothing!”
The U.S. Dollar used to be an "IOU gold," until 1971 when President
Nixon abandoned the Gold Standard. Today's U.S. dollar has become an "IOU
Nothing," in the words of John Exter, former economist at the Federal Reserve.
Today public confidence in the world's 200 paper (fiat) currencies is plummeting. Nearly 8 in 10 people say they don't trust government to solve
America's ills.
"The world's monetary system is in the process of melting down. We have
entered the endgame for the dollar as the dominant reserve currency, but most
investors and policy makers are unaware," reports Bloomberg.

Our foreign creditors are voting with their feet by exiting U.S. Dollars and
U.S. debt.
PIMCO, the world's largest fund holding of U.S. government securities, is
in the process of dumping ALL of its U.S. government debt.
Today we can all see prices of gas and food rising, so why does the government exclude them from inflation indexes?
Because, and get this, the Obama Administration actually wants higher
inflation and a weaker U.S. dollar! Why?

Rising inflation allows Obama et al to; redistribute wealth,
and generate more tax revenue from Tax Slaves U.S.A.

Jews Have Total Control over
White House and Congress,
says Veteran Journalist
Veteran US Journalist Helen Thomas said that Jews have "total control"
over the White House and US Congress, telling Playboy magazine in an interview for issue in April, "Everybody is in the pocket of the Israeli lobbies."
Thomas, who covered the White House for more than six decades, was
forced to resign from her position at Hearst Corp. last year, after saying in an
interview that Jews should "get the hell out of Palestine" and "go home to
Poland, Germany and the United States."
Thomas appeared to show no regret for last year's comments, reiterating in
the Playboy interview her belief that "Israelis have the right to exist-but where
they were born."
"Why shouldn't I say it? I knew exactly what I was doing-I was going for
broke. I had reached the point of no return. You finally get fed up," Thomas
said.
Thomas denied claims that she was anti-Jewish. "I think they're wonderful
people. They had to have the most depth. They were leaders in civil rights.
They've always had the heart for others but not for Arabs, for some reason. I'm
not anti-Jewish; I'm anti-Zionist."
She explained her comment that Jews should go back to Poland and
Germany meant "they should stay where they are because they're not being persecuted-not since World War II...If they were, we sure would hear about it."
Thomas added that Jews "carry on the victimization. American people do not
know that the Israeli lobbyists have intimidated them into believing that every
Jew is a persecuted victim forever-while they are victimizing Palestinians."
When asked whether she believed their was a secret Jewish conspiracy at
work in the US, Thomas stated that it is "not a secret. It's very open...Everybody
is in the pocket of the Israeli lobbies, which are funded by wealthy supporters,
including those from Hollywood. Same thing with the financial markets. There's
total control."
<http://www.jpost.com/>© The Jerusalem Post.

Representative democracy in the United
States has broken down.
Representative democracy in the United States has broken down. Our legislators do not represent those who elected them but rather the minority who finance their political campaigns and who control the organs of communica-tionthe Tee Vee, the newspapers, the billboards, the radio-that have made politics a
game for the rich only. Representative government in the USA rep-resents
money not people and therefore has forfeited our allegiance and moral support.
We owe it nothing, and the taxation it extorts from us under threats of seizure of
property, or prison are acts of War against Citizens of United States of America.

Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
Enforce the Bill of Rights!

Legal Notice: Legal Notice: Legal Notice: Legal Notice: Legal Notice:

CIVIL NO. 07-1-0075(3)
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE SECOND CIRCUIT
STATE OF HAWAI`I
TO:
HEIRS OF MANUELA (k) aka MANUEL TESTA (k) aka
MANUEL FRANCISCO TESTA (k); HEIRS OF KEONA, aka KEONA TESTA and
JOANNA TESTA; HEIRS OF ISAAC ALLEN TESTA; ANNIE W. AKONG aka
AKONA (w); HEIRS OF ISABELLA KIKA TESTA, aka ISABELLA KIKA
KAUANUI; HEIRS OF LUCY KAUANUI or NAKI (w) aka LUCY HELELANI
CRANE; HEIRS OF MARIA ILAE aka MARAEA MARIA KAMALO NAKI; HEIRS
OF RAYMOND LEIMANA NAKI (k); HEIRS OF LUCY KAUANUI or NAKI (w)
a.k.a. LUCY HELELANI CRANE; HEIRS OF CHARLES CRANE SR.; HEIRS OF
CHARLES CRANE JR.; HEIRS OF CHARLES HENRY CRANE; HEIRS OF JAMES
DEAN CRANE; LUCILLE SUE CRANE; DIANE CRANE ARMSTRONG; JAMES
CAMPBELL CRANE; MICHAEL ROY CRANE; LUCILLE HELELANI CURIEL;
GLADYS LOU PEKELO; DIANA CRANE; EMMA K. CRANE aka EMMA CRANE
TEDDER; WALTER JAMES TEDDER; DORIS FAYE TEDDER; CHEVROLET K.
MEYER; LUCY KALEILEHUA CRANE; MICHAEL ROY CRANE; IRMA DIANNE
CRANE; WALTER JAMES TEDDER; DORIS FAYE TEDDER; GEORGE H. CRANE;
HEIRS OF DIBBLE KIPELA ILAE; HEIRS OF GEORGE MAKAHA ILAE; HEIRS
OF HAZEL DEREGO ILAE; GEORGE ILAE JR.; ILLINOIS ILAE; GORDON ALAN
ILAE; ULULANI ILAE ROSARIO aka ILLINOIS ULULANI ROSARIO; SANDRA
ILAE SEGORIA; ILLONA ILAE HONIG; HEIRS OF ROSALINE K. ILAE; HEIRS
OF ANTONE FRAGAS; HEIRS OF CLARENCE KALANI FRAGAS; IRIS V. FRAGAS; KALANI FRAGAS aka MATTHEW KALANI FRAGAS; AGNES
KAANOILANI FRAGAS KEAHUNA; HEIRS OF JOHANNAH K. ILAE, aka JOHANNAH ELEANOR OLIVIERA; HEIRS OF FRANK OLIVIERA; FRANK RICHARD
OLIVIERA, JR.; THELMA MAY OLIVIERA aka THELMA OLIVEIRA NEVES;
JOHN OLIVIERA; HONEY OLIVIERA; HEIRS OF DIBBLE K. ILAE JR.; HEIRS OF
DIBBLE HOWARD ILAE; DEANA JULIETTE ILAE ELDERTS aka DINA ILAE
ELDERTS; GEORGE W. ILAE; HEIRS OF SOLOMON N. ILAE; HEIRS OF JULIA
MONIZ ILAE; HEIRS OF GLADYS ILAE CHAVEZ, aka GLADYS ILAE
CHAVES;JOSEPH CHAVES; RANDAL CHAVES; DEBRA CHAVES ZEGLARSKI;
BERNADINE CHAVES DEL CASTILLO; HEIRS OF SOLOMON N. ILAE JR.;
HEIRS OF FLORENCE MALAMA ILAE; HEIRS OF DIBBLE HOWARD ILAE;
JAMES ILAE; SUZANNE ILAE; HEIRS OF DORCAS K. ILAE aka DORCAS KEKINI ILAE HITCHCOCK; HEIRS OF HARVEY REXFORD HITCHCOCK aka HARVEY
REXFORD HITCHCOCK III; DORCAS ELOISE HITCHCOCK, nka DORCAS
ELOISE FARR; OTTINA TYLER HITCHCOCK aka OTINA TYLER HITCHCOCK
nka OTTINA TYLER HITCHCOCK HAIGHT; HEIRS OF ELIZABETH P. ILAE aka
ELIZABETH P. ILAE FRAGAS; HEIRS OF LOUIS S. FRAGAS JR., aka LOUIS SILVERIA “Blues” FRAGAS JR.; CHARLES “HANO” FRAGAS; HY WADE FRAGAS;
MARK FRAGAS; VALERIE FRAGAS YASUDA; CHARLENE FRAGAS ASINO;
LISA FRAGAS; THOMAS ILAE FRAGAS; MILDRED LORRAINE FRAGAS; HEIRS
OF MARY ILAE CHUCK; HEIRS OF ISABELLE H. ILAE NEUMEIER; HEIRS OF
WILLIAM G. NEUMEIER; LORETTA KUULEI NEUMEIER; CLARA LEILANI
NEUMEIER; WILLIAM HOOULU NEUMEIER; HEIRS OF JOHN LOUIS ILAE;
HEIRS OF HELEN ANDRADE ILAE; RICHARD JACK ILAE; BETTY LOU ILAE
OKI; SANDY ILAE MENCHAVEZ; HEIRS OF PUANANI ILAE BLAKE, aka HELEN
PUANANI ILAE; ALVA E. BLAKE; KANAN BLAKE; KEONI BLAKE; HEIRS OF
EMILY ILAE MOSSMAN aka EMILY VIRGINIA ILAE MOSSMAN; HEIRS OF
PATRICK H. KAHIWAHIWAAKALAHU MOSSMAN SR.; HEIRS OF PATRICK H.
KAHIWAHIWAAKALAHU MOSSMAN JR.; BOY MOSSMAN aka BOYD M. MOSSMAN; HEIRS OF EMMET LEWIS MOSSMAN; MURIEL LEHUANANI MOSSMAN
KALAWE; EMMETT LEWIS MOSSMAN II; SHERI MOSSMAN; APRIL KALEOHANO MOSSMAN McMOORE; CARL FREDERICK MOSSMAN; GEORGE
RICHARD MOSSMAN; DIBBLE HOWARD MOSSMAN; PEARL ETTA MOSSMAN
GERONA; ROSE KEPALEKUOKALANI MOSSMAN AWA; REUBEN KENNETH
MOSSMAN; HEIRS OF PEACHES MOSSMAN PERRY SPENCER; ALEXANDER O
KA UI O KA MAHINA KA WAILANI SPENCER; DAVID KEOLANI LENCANKO
SPENCER; HEIRS OF AGNES MAY ILAE, aka AGNES MAY ILAE MILLER; HEIRS
OF ERNEST F. MILLER; ERNEST F. MILLER JR.; HEIRS OF HANNAH ILAE;
HEIRS OF JOSEPH KEAO KAUANUI NAKI aka JOSEPH KEAO KAUANUI, aka
JOSEPH KUIKEAO KAUANUI NAKI; HEIRS OF ALICE KAILIPONI NAKI, aka
ALICE NAKIOWAILEHUAIMIAKAMANU NAKI; HEIRS OF SAMUEL KALUNA
KAUANUI or NAKI (k); HEIRS OF ALICE HAILI KAUANUI NAKI, aka ALICE
HAILI KAUANUI KAUAI; HEIRS OF SOLOMON MAHIAI KAUAI; IRENE
KEOAHU KAUAI; SOLOMON KEMOPOHAKU KAUAI; HEIRS OF ESTHER
KAUANUI NAKI aka NAKI KEAWE aka ESTHER KAUANUI KEAWE; HEIRS OF
WILLIAM KEAWE; HEIRS OF ALICE HAILI KAUANUI NAKI II, aka ALICE
HAILI KAUANUI POEPOE; M. BLOSSOM POEPOE; RALEIGH KAHIKI POEPOE
JR.; GWENDOLYN POEPOE DUVAUCHELLE; MILDREN POEPOE KNOGHT, aka
MILDRED LEIALOHA POEPOE KNIGHT; JAMES KAHIKI POEPOE; KELSON
KAPULE POEPOE; ALBERT HIKIONA POEPOE; WOODROW POEPOE; JASLYN
POEPOE WILLIAMS aka JASLYN NOELANI WILLIAMS; ESTHER POEPOE
RIDGEWAY aka EKEKELA ESTHER POEPOE RIDGEWAY; MABEL POEPOE
WIKUM, aka MABEL KAHIOLANI POEPOE; IRENE POEPOE KEANINI; VALERIE
POEPOE HART, aka VALERIE PUALANI HART; HEIRS OF ERIC LOPAKA POEPOE; CRYSTAL POEPOE; KEALA JADE HOOSER;KEKOA SPALDING-POEPOE;
LATOYA SPALDING-POEPOE; LARENA SPALDING-POEPOE; ROBIN KALEIONALANI POEPOE; HEIRS OF LILLIAN KAONI NAKI SELBY; HEIRS OF LYDIA
KAONI NAKI ROGERS; HEIRS OF PATRICK PAIA KAUANUI NAKI; HEIRS OF
JOSEPH KAUANUI; HEIRS OF BLOSSOM PAUAHI K. WHITE KAUANUI;
JOSEPH KAUANUI III; PATRICK PAIA KAUANUI; VERN KAUANUI; ROBYNNE
DARLENE KAUANUI KANOHO; MAILE ANN KAUANUI ROBINS; HEIRS OF
EMRY KAUANUI; CYNTHIA L. ALIBOYOBUEN KAUANUI; HEIRS OF DAVID
KINIMAKALELEO KAUANUI; HEIRS OF SARAH B. KAUANUI; ELIZABETH
KAUANUI SMITHSON; DAVETTE KAUANUI DUARTE; HEIRS OF EMMA
KAUANUI NAKI aka NAKI HENKE, aka EMMA KAUANJUI HENKE; HEIRS OF
HERMAN HENKE; BARBARA M. HENKE; HEIRS OF LOUISA KAHOLOIO HAILE
KAUNUI NAKI aka LOUISA KAHAULELIO HAILI KAUANUI NAKI; HEIRS OF
CLARA KEAKEA KAUANUI NAKI aka CLARA KEAKA NAKI KU; HEIRS OF
CHARLES IKAIA (ISAAC) KU; HEIRS OF CHARLES MAHELONA KU; HEIRS OF
ISAAC NAULEI KU; HEIRS OF ISAAC NAULEI KU II; HEIRS OF ROSE MARY
ENOS KU, aka ROSE MAY K. KU-ENOS; SAMUEL ENOS; ELOISE ENOS;
LEONARD ENOS; HOWARD ENOS; RICHARD ENOS; PAULINE GONSALVES;
CHARLES KU, aka CHARLES ISAIA KU JR.; HEIRS OF LUCY HELELANI
KAUANUI WAIWAIOLE; HEIRS OF ISABELLA M. NAKI; HEIRS OF ANNIE NAKI
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WADSLEY; MOSES WAIWAIOLE; HEIRS OF JAMES HAAHEO KAUANUI aka
KIMO HAAHEO NAKI; HEIRS OF ANNIE PEDRO (PETERS) KAUANUI; HEIRS
OF ANNIE KAUANUI or NAKI WISE, HEIRS OF FLORENCE IWALANI KUULEI
WISE PAINTER; MERLE L. PAINTER; HEIRS OF WILLIAM HOWARD WISE JR.;
CLARA P. ANDRADE WISE; WILLIAM HOWARD WISE III; CLAUDETTE WISE
CASTILLO; WILLETTE LEI HARRIS; HEIRS OF EDWARD KAHAKUPOOLANI
WISE aka EDWIN AHAKUPOOLANI WISE; HEIRS OF EVELYN NUUHIWA MAY
WISE; ANTHONY L. WISE; EDWIN H.K. WISE; DAVID K. WISE; TRAVIS K.
WISE; BERNADETTE KOVALSICK; MICHAEL BURNETTE, aka MICHAEL BURNETT; EDWINA WISE KALAOLA; EDWEINA WHITNEY nka EDWINA WISE
YAOK; DELPHINE WISE, nka DELPHINE M AGLIAM; SHANTEL WISE; MILTON
HARRY WISE; LEE JADA HAAHEO WISE; WALTER ISAAC HAAHEO WISE;
JAMES NATHAN HAAHEO WISE; HEIRS OF JAMES HAAHEO KAUANUI JR.;
JAMES HAAHEO KAUANUI III; ROLAND L. KAUANUI; CLIFFORD W.K.
KAUANUI; HEIRS OF EDWARD KENONA KAUANUI; SUE ANN KAUANUI;
HEIRS OF EDWARD “Eddie Boy” KAUANUI; HEIRS OF FLORENCE KAUANUI
CLARK; HEIRS OF EDGAR CLARK SR.; DAISY MAE PAKALANA CLARK;
HEIRS OF EDGAR CLARK JR.; EDGAR P. CLARK III; EDWIN CLARK; JACQUE
CLARK SUFFERN; JONELLE CLARK; EMMA M.K. CLARK; EDWARD P. CLARK;
HEIRS OF CARRIE ANN ALMARZA; MARIUS ALMARZA; MARIUS ALMARZA
JR.; STEPHEN A. ALMARZA; DEBRA A. ALMARZA; CYNTHIA ALMARZA
ROBINSON; HEIRS OF RICHARD HAAHEO CLARK; ROBERT CLARK; WILLIAM
CLARK; FRANCIS CLARK; HEIRS OF EDWARD KENONA KAUANUI; HEIRS OF
MARIE E. KAUANUI; ROBERT E. “Bobby” KAOPUA; LOUIS “Butch” YOUNG
JR.; EDWARD K. KAUANUI JR.; ALEXANDER W. KAUANUI; ANNIE E.
KAUANUI; VANESSA A. KAUANUI aka VANESSA A. KAUANUI TOWNSEND;
HEIRS OF CLARA KAUI NAKI BRITO; HEIRS OF JULIA FLORENCE KIKA
BRITO McCUMBER; HEIRS OF WILHEMINA J.K. AYERS; AARON DAY AYERS;
COURTNEY AYERS; TRENT AYERS; HEIRS OF VIOLA LEINAALA BRITO AMARAL; HEIRS OF RICHARD WALTER AMARAL; RICHARD A. AMARAL aka
RICHARD A. POSEY; HEIRS OF ROBERT WASHINGTON BRITO; GLORIA MAUREEN BRITO, nka GLORIA MAUREEN ANDERSON; LORNA KATHLEEN BRITO;
HEIRS OF ROBERT CAESAR BRITO; MARSHA UEKI BRITO; MICHAEL BRITO;
DAN BRITO; NICOLE BRITO; CARL JOHAN BRITO; ANDREW ROY BRITO;
HEIRS OF DOROTHY MAE BRITO ASAM; HEIRS OF ETTA LORRAINE BRITO
PARRISH; FAYE MILLICENT McFARLAND HEALTH; JODY LYNN McFARLAND;
TINA LORRAINE McFARLAND MILSTEAD; MICHAEL GENE McFARLAND;
ROBERTA MAELENE PARRISH PERRY; ROBERT MARK PARRISH; LAURENANA LOUISA POHAKO BRITO; CAESAR KALUNAE BRITO; HEIRS OF ISAAC
LILIKOI NAKI; HEIRS OF HARRIET MAY NAKI KEALOHA AKI; ABRAHAM
DAVID KEALOHA; HEIRS OF ISAAC LILIKOI NAKI JR.; HEIRS OF FRANCISCO
JOSE TESTA; HEIRS OF AMALIA WINSTON VERRETT; HEIRS OF EUNICE
(KATHERINE) FRANSON WHITON; BANK OF HAWAII, successor by merger of
Hawaiian Trust Company, Limited, trustee under the will and of the estate of Eunice
Franson Whiton; NATHANIEL WHITON; ELLIOT BRACKETT WHITON;
NATHANIEL B. WHITON Sr.; HEIRS OF ALVIN ELLSWORTH FRANSON aka
ALBIN ELLSWORTH FRANSON; HEIRS OF HARRY FREDERICK FRANSON;
HEIRS OF MARIE C. FRANSON; HEIRS OF THAD SWIFT; KACY MARCELLA
SWIFT; CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL SWIFT; HEIRS OF ANNA IRMGARD FRANSON; ISABELLE DEDRICK; EDMUND GEORGE WOND, Trustee; STATE OF
HAWAII; OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS and Heirs of persons named above who
are deceased, or persons holding under said Heirs, and spouses, assigns, successors, personal representatives, executors, administrators, and trustees of persons named above
who are deceased, DOE CROSS-DEFENDANTS 1 through 100, and all other persons
unknown claiming any right, title, estate, lien or interest in the real property described
below and TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimants/Crossclaimants CATHERINE MAWAE, EUNICE TAYLOR, JAMES HENRY WHITON,
STEPHEN H. WHITON, CLARA K. KU, JOHN R. SABAS, MARVELIE F.S. YOUNG
and JESSAMINE M. SIMPSON, in their capacity as Trustees of the MANUELA TESTA
FAMILY LAND TRUST claim fee simple ownership, together and with others to: all of
the land described in and covered in Apanas 1 and 2 of Royal Patent Grant 1720 to
Manuela, situate in East Ohia, Kona, Molokai, within TMK (2) 5-6-4-20 and TMK (2) 56-6-12, respectively.
YOU ARE HEREBY FURTHER NOTIFIED that Defendant/Counterclaimants/Crossclaimants have filed a Cross-Claim for Quiet Title and Partition in the Second Circuit
Court, Wailuku, Hawaii, requesting any controverted title to the Subject Properties be
resolved, and then partitioned among the co-tenants.
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear in the Courtroom of the Honorable Joseph
E. Cardoza, Judge of the above entitled Court, 2145 Main Street, Suite 106, Wailuku,
Hawaii, 96793, on May 13, 2011 at 8:30 A.M., to file or answer or other pleading and
serve it before said day upon Defendant/Counterclaimants/Cross-claimants’ counsel,
Andrew B. Sprenger, Esq., and/or Sharla Manley of the Native Hawaiian Legal
Corporation 1164 Bishop Street, Suite 1205, Honolulu, Hawai`i, 96813, to show cause, if
any you have, why the prayer of said Cross-claim should not be granted. Unless you file
an answer before the time aforesaid or appear at the Second Circuit Court, Wailuku,
County Maui, State of Hawaii, at the time and place aforesaid, your default will be
recorded, and said Cross-claim will be taken as confessed and a judgment by default will
be taken against you for the relief demanded in the Complaint.

DATED: Wailuku, Hawaii, Mar. 16, 2011.
_________________________________
Clerk of the above-entitled Court

NATIVE HAWAIIAN LEGAL CORPORATION
ANDREW B. SPRENGER
7681
SHARLA MANLEY
8868
1164 Bishop Street, Suite 1205
Honolulu, Hawai`i, 96813
Telephone: (808) 521-2302
Facsimile: (808) 537-4268
Attorneys for Cross-Claimants
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